Event Spotlight

The COVID-19 pandemic has raised and intensified ethical questions about the relationship between individuals and communities.

This multi-disciplinary panel of experts will discuss respect for individual conscience and decision making and how to balance this with the health needs of communities.

Considerations of conscientious objection, vaccine hesitancy, and the role of philosophical and religious concerns in requesting exemptions will be addressed.

The panel includes Clarkson Bioethics faculty member Paul Cummins.

Register for this event at https://tinyurl.com/CES21022

These items may provide some interesting reading related to the ideas of this discussion:

Topic overviews on the Opposing Viewpoints database, with links to a broad variety of scholarly, news, and opinion articles, as well as related statistics, videos, and websites.

- Vaccines
- Should Vaccinations Be Mandatory?


Have ideas for topics or events you would like to see highlighted in *Weekly Notes*? Please let me know!

Read *Weekly Notes* from previous dates.
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